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The Climate Modeling Alliance (CliMA)…

…is a coalition of scientists, engineers, and applied 
mathematicians from Caltech, MIT, the Naval 

Postgraduate School, and the Jet Propulsion 
Laboratory.



Our goals

• Harness advances in the data sciences to put Earth 
system modeling on a data-driven footing 

• Aim for a step change in the accuracy and precision of 
climate simulations and predictions 

• Build a modeling platform that learns automatically from  

• Global observations of the climate system 

• Targeted high-resolution simulations (e.g., of ocean 
turbulence, atmospheric turbulence, clouds, convection)



Overview of CliMA Approach and Objectives

• Structural deficiencies in current models 

• Our approach to data-driven Earth system modeling  

• Optimization and uncertainty quantification for ESMs 

• Objectives for 2021



Structural Deficiencies in Current Models



Low clouds dominate spread in climate predictions

Stratocumulus: colder Cumulus: warmer

h"p://eoimages.gsfc.nasa.gov	



In some models, low clouds dampen warming; in 
some, they amplify warming
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But no climate model simulates stratocumulus well 
(here, off west coast of South America)
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There are also large biases, e.g., in polar regions
!5

from March through September, and by 
even more in winter (Fig. 2a, b). Because 
sea ice forms only below the freezing point 
and melts above it, such surface 
temperature biases trigger large biases in 
simulated sea ice cover: sea ice extent in 
simulations of today’s climate varies by a 
factor of 2 across models (Fig. 2c), calling 
into question the reliability of sea ice 
projections and their remote influences.  

These model-data mismatches are large. In 
fact, they are greater than the changes under 
global warming that are expected over this 
century. But they present an opportunity: 
reducing them systematically will lead not only 
to improved simulations of the present climate, 
but it will also lead to improved climate change 
projections.  The reason is that how well a 
model captures the present is often related to 
its response to rising greenhouse gas 
concentrations. For example, how quickly the 
Arctic becomes ice-free in summer in climate 
models depends on how much sea ice a model 
has to begin with: The lower a model’s current 
Arctic temperature and, hence, the greater its 
sea ice extent, the later it produces an ice-free 
summertime Arctic. Similarly, the greater the 
subtropical low-cloud cover of a model, and 
the greater its variations from season to 
season or from year to year, the greater is its 
sensitivity to rising greenhouse gas 
concentrations.  Thus, climate projections can be improved by reducing model-data mismatches, and 11

their uncertainties can be quantified based on the magnitude of remaining mismatches.  

Sources of Uncertainty in Climate Projections 
To correct the climate model-data mismatches that modern observational tools have revealed, we must 
go deep to the root of the problem: the parameterization schemes that link small-scale processes to the 
global computational grid in ways that are uncertain and ultimately inadequate. Scales smaller than the 
computational mesh size of climate models (currently about 50-100 km) cannot be resolved, even 
where their governing equations are known. And, for some processes (e.g., in ecosystems), the 
governing equations are not even known. Yet these subgrid scales are essential for the predictive power 

 E.g., Klein, S. A., and A. Hall. Emergent constraints for cloud feedbacks. Curr. Clim. Change Rep., 1: 276–287, 2015. Brient, F., and T. 11

Schneider (2016), Constraints on climate sensitivity from space-based measurements of low-cloud reflection. J. Climate, 29: 5821–5835.  N. 
Siler, S., et al. (2017), Variability in modeled cloud feedback tied to differences in the climatological spatial pattern of clouds. Clim. Dyn., 2017.
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FIGURE 2: Annual cycle of observed and simulated Arctic 
temperatures and sea ice extent. (a) Surface temperature 
(65°-90°N), (b) surface temperature bias (difference between 
simulations minus observations), and (c) sea ice extent from 
satellite observations (black) and in climate models (colors). 
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These biases represent an opportunity

• We have observations revealing the biases, and we can 
conduct reliable high-resolution simulations of some of 
the processes that exhibit biases in current models 

• Minimizing the biases systematically represents an 
opportunity to improve models 

• Minimizing biases will likely improve predictive capabilities 
because many present-day biases (e.g., in sea ice, cloud 
cover, precipitation) correlate with the climate response of 
models 



Our Approach to Data-driven Earth System 
Modeling



We are designing an ESM that learns automatically 
from two data sources

1. Global observations: Our ESM will learn, e.g., from 
space-based measurements of temperature, humidity, 
clouds, ocean surface currents, and sea ice cover  

2. Local high-resolution simulations: Our ESM will learn 
from targeted high-resolution simulations of computable 
processes such as ocean turbulence, clouds, and 
convection  



We will harness the potential of coordinated global 
climate measurements to improve models



We also have faithful simulations of, e.g., clouds in limited 
areas, which we use to systematically inform global models

Simulation with PyCLES (Pressel et al. 2015)
Large-eddy simulation of tropical cumulus 



We will optimize over aggregate climate statistics

We will use statistics accumulated in time (e.g., over seasons) to 

1. Minimize model biases, especially biases that are known to correlate with 
the climate response of models. That is, we will minimize mismatches 
between time averages of ESM-simulated quantities and data (incl. high-res 
simulations), directly targeting quantities relevant for climate predictions  

2. Minimize model-data mismatches in higher-order Earth system 
statistics, e.g., covariances such as cloud-cover/surface temperature 
covariances, or ecosystem carbon uptake/surface temperature covariances, 
which are known to correlate with the climate response of models. This 
amounts to exploiting “emergent constraints” in model development. Higher-
order statistics relevant for predictions (e.g., precipitation extremes) can also 
be included in objective function.  



More precisely, optimizing over aggregate climate 
statistics means…

• Accumulate statistics over timescales >10 days (so 
atmospheric initial condition is forgotten): 

• Objective function should contain terms penalizing, e.g., 
mean deviations (bias) and covariance mismatch 
(“emergent constraints”): 

with moment function
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The same framework also covers other ways of learning about parameterizations schemes
from data. For example, the map G may represent a single grid column of an ESM, driven by
time-evolving boundary conditions from reanalysis data at selected sites. Observations at
the sites can then be used to learn about the parameterization schemes in the column [Neg-
gers et al., 2012]. Or, similarly, the map G may represent a local high-resolution simulation
driven by reanalysis data, with parameterization schemes, e.g., for cloud microphysics, about
which one wants to learn from observations.

3.2 Objective Functions

Objective functions are defined through mismatch between the simulated data y and
observations ỹ, on the one hand, and simulated data z and high-resolution simulations z̃, on
the other hand. We define mismatches using time-averaged statistics because they do not suf-
fer from sensitivity to atmospheric initial conditions; indeed, matching trajectories directly
requires assimilating atmospheric initial conditions, which would make it di�cult to disen-
tangle mismatches due to errors in climatically unimportant atmospheric initial conditions
from those due to parameterization errors. However, the time averages can still depend on
initial conditions for slowly evolving components of the Earth system, such as ocean circula-
tions or ice sheets.

We denote the time average of a function �(t) over the time interval [t0, t0 + T] by

h�iT =
1
T

π t0+T

t0

�(t) dt . (5)

The observational objective function can then be written in the generic form

Jo(✓) =
1
2
kh f (y)iT � h f ( ỹ)iT k

2
⌃y

(6)

with the 2-norm
k · k⌃y = k⌃

�
1
2

y · k (7)

normalized by error standard deviations and covariance information captured in ⌃y . The
function f of the observables typically involves first- and second-order quantities, for ex-
ample,

f (y) =

✓
y

y0i y
0

j

◆
, (8)

where, for any observable �, �0(t) = �(t) � h�iT denotes the fluctuation of � about its mean
h�iT . With f given by (8), the objective function penalizes mismatch between the vectors
of mean values hyiT and h ỹiT and between the covariance components hy0i y

0

jiT and hỹ0i ỹ
0

jiT

for some indices i and j. The least-squares form of the objective function (6) follows from
assuming an error model

f (y) = f ( ỹ) + ⌘, (9)

with the matrix ⌃y encoding an assumed covariance structure of the noise vector ⌘. The rel-
evant components of ⌃y may be chosen very small for quantities that are used as constraints
on the ESM (e.g., the requirement of a closed global energy balance at TOA).

For the mismatch to high-resolution simulations, we accumulate statistics over an en-
semble of high-resolution simulations in di�erent grid columns of the ESM and at di�erent
times, possibly, but not necessarily, also accumulating in time. We denote the corresponding
ensemble and time average by h�iE , and define an objective function analogously to that for
the observations through

Js(✓c) =
1
2
khg(z)iE � hg( z̃)iE k

2
⌃z
. (10)

Like the function f above, the function g typically involves first- and second-order quanti-
ties, and the least-squares form of the objective functions follows from the assumed covari-
ance structure ⌃z of the noise.

–9–
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Learning by moment matching represents 
challenge and opportunity

• An objective function of the form 

creates computational challenges because objective function 
evaluation (accumulation of averages) is costly 

• But matching statistics results in smoother objective functions than 
matching trajectories (as in NWP)  

• It creates the opportunity to radically improve ESMs, similarly to how 
data assimilation has improved NWP 

• Minimizing such objective functions and quantifying uncertainties is 
just feasible

Confidential manuscript submitted to Geophysical Research Letters
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Optimization and uncertainty quantification 
for ESMs



Key to computational feasibility is separation of optimization 
and UQ: (1) Ensemble flow methods for optimization

Optimization of 
parameters in 
convection scheme in 
an idealized GCM: 
ensemble of size 100 
converges in ~5 
iterations 

Objective function 
has relative humidity, 
mean precipitation, 
and precipitation 
extremes

Courtesy Emmet Cleary



(2) Model emulation to recover the uncertainty lost 
in optimization 

• Train a Gaussian process model during the ensemble optimization, at 
minimal marginal computational cost
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GP emulation successfully recovers uncertainty in 
toy problems (here, Lorenz-96)

UQ: Results

Schnieder, Lan, Stuart.Ongoing.

Figure: True posterior marginals (solid); emulated posterior marginals (dashed).
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Demonstration in GCM is ongoing 
(Ground-truthing UQ in idealized GCM with  

MCMC is expensive but feasible)



We are building a model with a fresh architecture that integrates 
component models within overarching DA/ML environment



Objectives for 2021

• Co-develop new atmosphere and ocean dynamical cores 
that exploit emerging computing architectures (CPUs, GPUs, 
etc.) and can run high-resolution simulations on the fly 

• Develop atmosphere, ocean, and land process models 
suitable for DA/ML approaches 

• Demonstrate fast and efficient DA/ML algorithms 
• Demonstrate learning from observational data and nested 

high-resolution simulations in atmosphere and ocean models 
• Proof-of-concept of uncertainty quantification in process 

models and climate predictions
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